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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR BRAINSTORMING SESSIONS

These sample questions are just that. They are intended as a guide only and schools can adjust them according to their needs.

TEACHER SURVEY

A.	Formal Curriculum

1.	Which areas on the grounds do you presently use to meet the demands of the formal curriculum?

2.	If you do not use any parts of the grounds, why not?

3.	Which curriculum subjects do you see being reinforced by the development of the grounds?

4.	When the grounds are developed following criteria set by you and the other teachers, will you be more likely to use the grounds as an outdoor classroom for a variety of subjects?

5.	What are your recommendations (ie. changes, additions, deletions) in order to improve the grounds so that they may be used more fully to meet the demands of the formal curriculum?

6.	How could you integrate butterfly gardens, plantings of native berry bushes, vegetable and herb plots, wildlife-friendly gardening into the curriculum?

7.	How could you use outdoor spaces in the winter?


B.	Play

1.	Are you satisfied with the present layout of the grounds for the purpose of children's play?

2.	Can you identify problem areas on the grounds and explain why they are a problem?  (Please mark location/s on the map provided)

3.	What would you like to see included for the site's development that would enhance the opportunities for motor play, social play, cognitive play, and quiet or solitary play?


C.	Environmental Ethos

1.	What do you find aesthetically pleasing about the present site?

2.	What improvements would you like to see in the future?

3.	Would you be willing to devote class time to the maintenance of the grounds if outdoor classroom development and use were integrated into the curriculum?

4.	What subjects do you think are best suited to the grounds greening process?


D.	The Grounds

1.	Where are the children's favourite places on the grounds?

2.	Are active play spaces separated from passive play areas?

3.	Is there a place on the grounds where children can sit and engage in quiet pursuits such as reading, board games, knitting, chatting, etc.?

4.	Where is the noisiest place?

5.	Where do children go when it is (i) hot and sunny or (ii) rainy?

6.	Where do children play their most active games?

7.	Where are the (i) windiest, (ii) wettest, (iii) warmest, (iv) coldest, (v) shadiest, and (vi) sunniest places on the grounds?

8.	Which place/s are used the most in (i) summer, (ii) winter, (iii) throughout the year?

9.	Are there any places that are out-of-bounds seasonally or year-round, and why?



